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                                 ABSTRACT
    By nieasuring the energy and the critical shearing stress simuitaneousJy, the mechanisrn
     of glide twinning in single crystals of tin has been investigated experimentally by the
     use of a rnethod first devised by B.Chalmers and semewhat lmproved by the present

     wrlters. .        The results obtained varied from specimen to specimen, ranging irom O.9 Å~ 106 to
     4.4 Å~ 106 ergs/cc for the energy and from 23 to 61 kg/crn2 for the critical shearing
     stress. Plotting the energy against the critica} shearing stress, it has been found that

     there holds a relation E == i,L.eS, where E is the energy for twinning per unit velurne,
     e the magnitude of shear (being O.12 in our experiment), and S the criticai shearlng
     stress for twinning.

I. Iittroduction

   In 1935, Chalmers (1) made some researches on the mechanical twinning of single
crystals of white tin, and estimated the energy necessary for twinn!ng by a method
which consisted in comparison of the amplitude of a pendulum of the specimen when
it twinned on impact with that when lt did not twin.
   The present writers have made some improvements upon his method, aRd a simple
relationship between the energy necessary for twinning and the critical shearing stress
for twinning by impact has been obtained.

2. Deseription of the experiments '

i) ExPerimentalProcedzere •
   A number of single crystals of wh2te tin, cylindrical iR form, 6mm in,diameter
and about 3cm in length, were prepared by the method of drawing up a seed crystal
from the melt. The orientation of the seed crystal was so arranged that there was
only one kind of twinning plane in the specimen.' The purity of the s' pecimen was
only of commercial, a!though pure enough to make single crystals of !t. After the
orientation of the crysta1 was checked by the optical method, the specimen was set
!n the pendulum of specimen-holder and struck on one end by a striking penduluTn
of the- same weight, as was done in Chalmer's experiment (Fig. 1). '' -'
  From the amplitude measured on 'a scale set closely to the both pendulkms the
velocities just before and after the collision were estimated. An example of the results
is shown in Fig. 2, where the abscissa represents the velocity of the strikerl while tlre

ordinate denotes the velocity of the specimen. ' ' '' '''
   As the velocity of the striker is increased, the velocity of the specimert increases
linearly, and when the velocity of the striker reaches a certain definite value, say• 'Vb,
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 o lo 2o 3e 4o  2 The reiation between the velocities of the striker and the specimen-holder

begins ' to take place, after which the velocity of the specimen is seen to
 the gfadient of i/2 to the velocity V of the striker, as will be seen from

Vcm/sec

            changes by collision

           to explain such a relation. we shall for the t!me being consider a case in
           the pendulums col!ide on one another with equal speed of V!2, which is
half the velocity of the striker in our experiment. This is equivalent to ,a case in which

we are observing the collision in our experiment from a coQrdr'nate-system moving
with the velocity V!2 parallel to the ve!ocity of the striker.

   In such a case, the two pendulums will repuise one another at the speed aV!2,
.,yvhere a is ,the coeMcient of repulsion in the elastic range. •, A$ the speed of the two
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pendulums, approaching one another, is lncreased, the collision will become stronger,
and at a certain definite velocity, say Vof2, the colliSion w'ill become inelastic, and

twinning will begin to take place. Whiie the twinning is proceeding, the residual
kinetic energy, which will exist if the velocity V12 is !arger than Vof2-, will be con-
sumed. in the work of twinning, and when al! of the kinetic energy have been consumed,
twinning wlil stop, and the elastic energy stored in the peRdulums,will be turned• intQ
the kinetic energy of repulsion: the velocity of repulsion after twinning will corre-

spond to the elastic energy at its elastic limit. •
   Turning now to our case in which the velocity of the striker is Y and the specimen-
holder 2s situated at its lowest position, the velocity of the specimen V' after collision
will be represented by adding V12 to the velocity of the specimen in the case .considered

above. Thns,

                      v' == ;v+ ctSv == ii(i+a)v (D

in the elastic range,

                     vi -- -5 ir, + ctlt y, == lt(i + a)vo (2)

at the elastic limit, and

                                 11                            V' -- -g V + asV,, (3)
                                ""
when twinning occurs.

   On the other hand, the velocity of the striker wil! be equal to the difference of the
inltial veloclty and the velocity of the specimen after collision, preserving the iaw of
conservation of momentum.

iii) The energpt loss by twinning

   From the relations thus obtained, the energy necessary for twinning may be esti-

mated as follows: ' ''
   The energy-loss by collis!on will be equal to the difference of the kin.etic energies
of the system before and after collision, but the energy-loss which exists in the course
bf the elastic process, i. e., in the elastic compression befQre twinning hnd e!astic ex-
pansion after twinning, should be subtracted from the total eRergy-lbss, in order to
estimate the energy-loss by twinning.
   If we assume that the energy-loss in the elastic prbcess is equal to that by the
collision at Vo, i. e., at the elastic limit, this will be expresseq as '

               l, Mvo2 - SM (a + a) :") -"- gM (a ny .) IIS.)2, N

in which the first term is the energy of the striker' before' collision, while the secorid
aRd third terms are those of the specimen and the striker after collision respectively.
  Then the energy-loss E by twinning is given by

.zb- = g!erv2 - SM((wwV2 + ct }S.lo)2 + (-l2/ - ct }li.L)2)

- -2iMv.2 + l, Ji((i + cr)g')2+ gpf((i ny a) IS. !o)2
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i'

M(V    '2 - ;7T,2) . (4)

  ln the earlier experiment by Chalmers, the energy-!oss was e'stimated to be the
difference' between the amplitude of the specimen when it twinned and that when it
dld not twin, the initial amplitude having'been the same in' both cases. '
  Since, however, the cothcient of repulsion is neariy constant, the energy-loss by the
elastic repulsien will increase rapid!y with the incident ve!ocity of the striker,'so that
the result wlll become less than our result which is obtained under the assumption
that the energy-loss is est!mated to be the difference of the initial energy of the
                                                          'striker' and the energy of the specimen after twiRned. ' '
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  Fig. 3 exp!ains such circumstances, where the absc!ssa represents the incideRt velocity
of the striker, while the ordinate !s the velocity of the specimen after repulsion. The
veloclty of the specimen after a perfectly elastic tepulsion will be represented by the

straight line OA, while the ve!ocity after the actual repulsiop by OA'. The velocity
after twinning is represented by BC in the perfect case, and by BÅé' in the actual case,

and when twinning have occurred at the lncident velocity V, the total 'energy-loss by
collision w!11 correspond to the velocity difference PQ' in the figure, and since we have
assumed in the above that the energy-ioss in the elastic process by twinning is equal
to that at the critical point Vo, this will correspond to QQ'(== BB'), and thus the
energy-loss by twinning will correspond to PQ( == PQ' - QQ') in our method. ,
  On the other hand, according to the earlier method the eRergy-loss by twinning
will correspond to P'Q'.
  Quantitativeiy, according to the ear!ier method the energy-loss wi!1 become
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since the ve!oclty of the specimen wi!1 be (V+ Ve12)''when the specimeri twinndd
and (1 + a)Y/2 when it did not twin.

   The va!ue of a observed in the experiment is approximateiy O.6, so that the result
obtained frem (5) wi!1 become about one-third of that obtained from (4). As will be
seen in Table I, .this is in fact the case, since the mean ,value of the energy-loss pbtained
lnY oCuhra!eMxpeerrS!mWeanSt.8 Å~ 105 ergSICC, while it ranges frogi O•9 Å~ lo6 to 4.4 Å~ loG ergsfcc

 '

iv) The critical shearing stress

   The critical shearing stress for twiRn!ng will be estimated on the ground that the
eiastic energy stored in the pendulum is changed into the k!netic energy of repulsion.

   We may assume that most of the elastic energy is stored in the tiny specimen of
single crystal of tin attached to the front of the specimen-holder, because the cross-
section of the speclmeR is about one-tenth of the cross-section of both tke specimen-
holder and the striker, and the elastic constants are smaller than that for iron, so that

the compression wM take place main!y in the specimen.
   If we denote the volume of the specimen by V,, the normal pressure at the elastic
1!mit by P and the compressibility of the specimen along the d2rection of the spec!men
axis by k', the energy stored in the specimen at the elastic limit w!11 be equal to
'VsP21(2k), and since this should be equal to the kinetic energy of the two pendulums.
as Is considered in ii>, we obtain the relation:

                           U2'Åíl =2 Å~ llM(ili,,ve)2,

or
                               -i'=" •V'2,',,3Åíltvo• ' .' (e)>

                                            .t
where Mis the mass of each pendulum and cr' is a correction factor due to the.fact
that a part of the elastic energy must have been dissipated dur!ng the elastic expansion
and that some of the elastic energy stored both in the specirnen-hoider and the striker
must contribute to the velocity after collision.
   The critica! shearing stress which is deneted by Se will be obtained frorn P by
the re!atlon:

                              S, == 1)cosecos ip, (7>
where 0 is the angle between the axis of the specimen and the normal to the twinning
p!ane and Åë the angle between the specimen-axis and the direction of twinning.
   The compressibility k• will be obtained from the elastic parameters for white tin as

      k = (g'` + on")cii + n"c33 + l2?7z2(2ci2 + c66) + n2(g2 + m2)(2ci3 + c.t.k) , (8)

where l, m and n are the d!rection-cosines of the specimen-axis referred to the a, b
and c axes of the crystal.
   As to the correction factora', St wi!1 be adequate to estimate it to be nearly O.8,
if we neglect the effect of the striker and the holder, because the value of ev', being
a part of the Coeficient of repulsion concerning only the elastic expansion, will not
be far from i/a, where a is O.6 or O.65 in our experiment. Taking account of the
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,effect of the striker and the holder, the va!ue of aC• w.ou.ld be a little !arger than O.8.
   The critical shearing stress by static compression rnay not be utilized, siRce it might
depend upon the speed of compression, at any rate.

3. Results ef experiments

i) The energy-loss' and the critical shearing stress

 . 'As aiready mentioned, the mean value obtained for the energy was approximately
3 Å~ 10fi ergsfcc and varied from O.9 Å~ 106' to 4.4 Å~ I06 ergs!cc. On the other hand, the

critical shearing stress for twinning a!so varied from spec!raen to 'specimen, ranging
frorn 23 to 61kglcm!. Tlie details are shown in Table I below.

                                    TABLE I

No. EÅ~ ICS
 ergs
I

•I

I

10.9

 4.7

 2.6

 9.4

3.6

 6.7

 5.1

7.8

7.8

6.3

7.0

16.6

Yt cc
E/llt Å~ IG6

 ergs/cc
 cttP
kg/cmg

 atSc
kg/cm2

 orientation

eÅëO.4

es
O.17

O.26

O.12

e.24

O.12

O.23

O.18

O.l5

O.37

e.38

2.5

l.6

O.9

3.6

2.9

2.8

4.2

3.6

4.2

4.2

1.9

4.4

I02•

 60
 61

]14

 93
 94
l35

105
108
130•

1IO

108

iiill lii' 'li

       E is the total energy-loss by twinning and Vt is the voiurrie twinned for each specimen.
   .In the fifth and sixth columns, at is not removed, because it is not yet determined exactly.

ii) A relation between the energy-less and the critical searing safress

   As is shown in Fig. 4, a liRear`relation is obtained bY plo'tt!Rg'the energy-!ossLagainst
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FiG. 4 Experimental results representing the linear relation betwee.n the energy-Ioss by
     twinging and the produc,t of the volume twinneq Yt,'the cptticai shearing stress Sc.
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 the product 'of Yt and a'Sc. This will be expressed as :

                               ftiT -- o.o7 Vtd'S, ,

and,•sipce the magnitude of shear,e is O.12 for the twinning of white tin,,this becomes

                              E:.ltevt(t/il.i}g)sc,

or approximatiely

                                 E -- ig5'Ytse, (g)

for, as was already mentioned in iv), a' is equal to,.or a little larger than, O.8.
   If, on the other hand, we consider that the eriergy is cOnsumed aga!nst the friction
between the gliding plane aRd the underlying plane, the energy-less will be expressed

as:
                                 E -- eVtS, (lo)
where S represents the friction per unit area, since the product eVt is equal to the
product of tota! area ef twinning lattice planes and its disp!acement.

   From (9) and (10) we obthin a relation that

                                      1                                  S -- ES,• Ql)
   Returning to (9), if e is the energy-loss, f the critical shearing stress each for Qne
atom twinned, and d the distance between the original and its twinned lattice point,
it is easily found that the relation (9) is translated into

                                      1                                  e-m-2fd, (m)
which shows that the friction during the process of twinning is one-half of the critical
sbearing stress.
   If the above reiation (12), which is directly translated into microscopic terms,• is
to be correct, this may be interpreted schematica!!y in such a way that there is a
potential barrier of height c between the original and the twinned sltes and a straight
potential gradient f frem the originai site to the top of the potential barrler. But
this should not be accepted directly, sincesis much less than the energy of thermai
vibration k'T, which is about 4 Å~ lgmi4 ergs at room temperatures, while e is nearly
equal to 8 Å~ 10-i7 ergs.

   An alternative description may be madie by assurning that e is agaln equal to the
energy of activation: the rate of twinning wi!1 be roughly proportional to

                         [exp (- (e - 21 df) /kT)]n,

or
                         za exp(- n(e - gdf)/kT),

if we assume that n atoms wiil tw2n simukaneous!y. Since n will be a large number,
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the exponentiai will be infinitesilnal ,when di!2<e, but wi!1• bg,cc me enormousiy iar.g. e

as soon as dff2 exceeds e. This seems to explain the steP-wise characteristics of
mechanical twinning as well as the',abev, e 'relatidn (12).
  The examinations on the temperature dependency of the resu!ts and on the var!ation
of the' criticai shearing stress for tWinning are now being coneinUed, of which we rrxay
report shortly.

  In conclusion, the writers exptess' their sincere thanks to Professor K. Tanaka for
his kind guidance throughout the present experiments. The present study•is supported
by a grant-in-ald of the Ministry of Education.
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